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Only while supplies last

**BALLPOINT L-WRENCHES**

- Two tools in one.
- Long-arm ball end provides the convenience of off-axis entry and rotation. The standard end provides leverage for maximum torque.
- Designed to overcome slow, frustrating socket-screw adjustment problems.
- Made of heat treated alloy steel.
- Surpasses all applicable hardness standards without being brittle.
- Fasteners can be driven or loosened from an angle up to 30° off-axis.
- Ball head slides easily into socket — eliminates need for critical alignment.
- Provides access even in blind locations.
- Full socket engagement with a single snap-in motion. No wasted time “feeling” the tool into socket.
- Positive full depth engagement of ballpoint overcomes most “stripping” problems.
- Faster insertion and removal because tool follows natural wrist and hand rotation.
- Included polyethylene case with clear size marking features twist-lock holes to hold wrenches securely in place. Also serves as handle.